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“Stripping out
acquisitions, all the
proﬁt and revenue







in the wrong









direction. So, there’s



were going down,
stock was up, all the
graphs were going

the context of why
we’re doing what
we’re about to do.”







“We create a budget
for revenue, proﬁt,
margin and then I let

 

them get on with it.

the next two years.















Everyone said: ‘Great,
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be the number one
e-commerce

  









“My ambition is to

what you wish for,
you have to deliver
now.’”














I want to do in 12 months. It can be done,
I’ve done it at other places.”








I said: ‘Be careful








 













“What you’d typically do in three years










we want autonomy’.
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“Third-party accreditations
provide the data that is
needed to conﬁrm that
individual products will meet
speciﬁed requirements and
perform as expected.”
















  





































  



 

“Understanding agrément and ETA documents can be
challenging but we all have a role to play in ensuring the right
products are speciﬁed and installed.”
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“The main contractor has
been conspicuous by their
total lack of involvement in
trying to get this project
rectiﬁed and yet they must
have had plenty of
involvement in accepting the
change of speciﬁcation.”
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“One of our biggest
concerns is that
the inclusion of
this note could
lead to people
wrongly assuming
their designs and
installations do
not accord with
current best
practice, even
though the correct
calculation
procedures have
been followed.”
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“The proposed Code
of Practice will take
a few months as
there is likely to be
quite a lot of
consultation and
review. It is though,
our intention to
pursue it.”














 
































 











































 



 






 














  













“The rebuilding of the

 

tops of the walls was
painstakingly
delicate work and
most of the removal
of stones for later use
was virtually done


with a paint brush.”
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“The company can
provide the exact
quarry of origin as
well as the type,
technical data and
production date of
the slate to provide
assurance that the
quality of the
product will be up
to standard and, in
this case, replicate
the original slates
accurately.”
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“The heritage
market is a key
sector for the
industry and
mastic asphalt
is frequently
specified by the
National Trust
and English
Heritage.”
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“Up until recently, the concept of using an
openwork timber cladding system as a roof
covering would be unheard of.”
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“Those companies that train can
expect to see a 25-30% increase in
their bottom lines.”












“We have a perception
problem in the industry...
when I go to schools...
they are always surprised
at how much a roofer can
earn, and the fact that
there is career
progression.”

















































“It’s so exciting now we’ve got the additional
funding to do so much, the possibilities are
endless! Here’s our industry with all this
opportunity, what a fantastic position for our
members to be in!
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“Some speciﬁers, clients
and insurers ... interpret
new recommendations
and regulations to
mean that it is perhaps
just safer to not use any
combustible materials
on any buildings…just
in case.
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“I believe the green
rooﬁng industry
requires vital skills
from both a rooﬁng
perspective and a
horticultural one.”
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“In central London alone, there are more than


700 green roofs, covering an area of 175,000m2.”
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“There are two issues
that standout:
attract the best



calibre of employee








available and then






invest in and
develop them to
achieve their
maximum
performance.”
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“EverRoof® has been tested for wind uplift
resistance of at least 100mph without lifting or
showing any signs of damage or distress. It is

    
   


the only ﬁre-rated system on the market giving
complete peace of mind.”
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“Each of the
different
products has
their advantages.
So in the end it’s
about choosing
the right
material for the
right application.”
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is just as significant as that of falling from the
edge of the roof.”

 






  



























“The danger of falling through a glazed feature
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Reach for the Top in BMI Apprentice of the Year 2019

New Hand Applied Liquid Waterproofing System

Following the great success of the two previous competitions, BMI UK & Ireland – the
UK’s largest manufacturer of flat and pitched roofing and waterproofing solutions – has
announced the launch of its 2019 BMI Apprentice of the Year competition. The
competition is set to find the UK’s most promising apprentices and reward them for
their commitment, ability and – most importantly – potential. The competition opens
on the 4th March 2019 and welcomes all those recognised as an apprentice by their
employer, or those working towards qualified status. Closing date is May 3rd. The
theme for picking this year’s finalists is ‘change’. Those wishing to enter will be asked
three questions about how they see change affecting the sector in the next five years;
and then have to submit a personal essay on how their training has seen their attitude
to roofing change. Entrants will then be selected for the final, which takes place over
two days at the BMI National Training Centre in Gloucestershire. Finalists will receive
professional coaching on all aspects of running a roofing business – including business
planning, presentation skills, and technical skills – before being assessed, making this
a complete learning experience. Visit https://bit.ly/2S9Lt8R.

Langley Waterproofing Systems Ltd
is leading the way with its new
hand applied Cold Polyurea liquid
waterproofing system. For use on
flat roofs, balconies and walkways,
Cold Polyurea is a quick to install,
fast curing and durable solution.
For roof installations, Cold Polyurea
includes a UV stable sealer coat, to
protect the roof from sun damage
and prolong its life-span. When
installing on walkways and
balconies; the sealer coat of the
Cold Polyurea is UV stable and slipinhibiting, to improve the safety of
those accessing the area. Dean
Wincott,
M.D.
of
Langley
Waterproofing Systems Ltd, said: “One of the major benefits of Cold Polyurea is its
versatility – with a variety of supporting products, as well as different colour options, it
can be specified for a wide range of projects.” The new Langley Cold Polyurea system
is classified with a Broof(t4) fire rating, which independently tests for the external
spread of fire under the Building Regulations, meaning it is unrestricted on where it can
be used on a roof. It is fully BBA certified and meets NHBC Technical Standards
Chapter 7.1 for roofs and balconies. Cold Polyurea also offers a long-term solution with
a 25+ year life expectancy. Visit www.langley.co.uk.





FLIR Launches Addition to High-Performance T-Series Family

Marley Expands Dry Verge Range

FLIR Systems launches the FLIR
T840, a new thermal camera in
the high-performance T-Series
family. The high-resolution FLIR
T840 offers a brighter display
and an integrated viewfinder to
help electrical utility, plant
managers,
and
other
thermography professionals find
and diagnose failing components
in any lighting conditions to help
avoid costly power outages and
plant shutdowns. Featuring the award-winning design of the FLIR T-series camera
platform, the FLIR T840 features an ergonomic body, a vibrant LCD touchscreen, and
a viewfinder to make it easy to use in any lighting conditions. The 464x348-resolution
camera incorporates FLIR advanced Vision Processing™, including patented MSX®
image enhancement technology, UltraMax®, and proprietary adaptive filtering
algorithms to provide customers with enhanced measurement accuracy and image
clarity with half the image noise of previous models. The FLIR T840 also offers an
optional 6-degree lens that allows professionals to capture accurate temperature
measurements on small targets at far distances, such as connectors on overhead
distribution lines. Also, advanced, on-camera measurement tools unique to newer FLIR
T-Series models, such as one-touch Level/Span and precise, laser-assisted autofocus,
the FLIR T840, enable users to quickly find problems and make critical decisions
easily. Visit www.flir.co.uk/t840.


Marley has launched a new dry verge
specifically designed to complement
its
popular
Ashmore
double
interlocking plain tile. Developed to
meet housebuilder demand for a
slimmer aesthetic, the Ashmore Dry
Verge has a sleek and stylish design
that comes in sections, so it can
easily create a maintenance-free,
traditional stepped verge appearance.
In addition, the new Ashmore Dry
Verge is much narrower in
comparison to other existing products
on the market, yet still has the inbuilt features that make it easier to fix
to British Standards. The new dry verge includes incorporated features, such as
multiple drainage channels, extra nail holes and an internal rail system, to make it
quicker and simpler for housebuilders to meet BS 8612 and BS 5534 requirements.
Its outstanding weather performance also protects against water run-off, preventing
staining on the verge and gable end walls. Rebecca Ball, Campaign Manager – Roof
Systems at Marley, said: “In response to housebuilder demand, we have developed a
brand new dry verge that has been specifically designed to complement the plain tile
aesthetic and exceed all of the requirements of BS 8612.” The Ashmore Dry Verge is
supplied in individual units, rather than a continuous verge, to easily create a
traditional stepped verge appearance. Visit www.marley.co.uk/ashmoredryverge.

Sika and Partners Celebrate Winning Project

No Battle for BMI Redland Heathland Tiles at Hastings House
Award-winning architect Des
Ewing, famous in Northern
Ireland for his part in the
television show House of the
Year, chose the BMI Redland
Heathland Ember plain tiles
when he designed Hastings
House, a substantial property
overlooking the Belfast Lough.
The BMI Redland Heathland
Ember is a concrete plain tile
featuring variation in hanging
length, irregular sides and subtle
surface texturing, finished with
randomly applied fine sands. The result is a tile that combines a natural weathered
character with the performance of a machine-made tile in an attractive and costeffective roofing product. An additional benefit, when compared to its handcrafted
counterpart, is that it is a more sustainable product as it incorporates a significantly
lower level of embodied carbon. Des Ewing comments, “This roof tile ticked all the
boxes and was also used in decorative details that bind the entire house into a unified
whole rather than discrete elements attached to one another.” Unlike the handmade
clay tiles it mimics, the modern BMI Redland Heathland Ember plain tile has
undergone a robust programme of testing, subjected to driving winds and high rains,
whipped up by BMI UK & Ireland’s engineers in the company’s testing wind tunnel.
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Market-leading single ply
roofing manufacturer Sika
Sarnafil, architects Cullinan
Studio
and
Roofing
Contractors Cambridge (RCC)
are celebrating following a
win at the first-ever AJ
Specification Awards. The
roof refurbishment of the
Central
Building
at
Cambridge
University’s
Fitzwilliam College – one of the first major projects to use a pioneering, new approach
to Sika Sarnafil’s products – came out on top in the Roofing and Drainage category.
Announced at a ceremony held at The Principal Hotel in Manchester on Friday 15
February, prizes were taken home across a total of 12 categories for projects
demonstrating outstanding working relationships between architects, manufacturers
and suppliers. In what was a skilful collaboration between Sarnafil, Cullinan and RCC,
the judges agreed there was something special about the way this unique brutalist
building had been beautifully protected. Neil Smith, Technical Advisor at Sika Sarnafil,
said: “Completed early and on budget, while the college remained operational
throughout, the success of this project is testament to the close working relationships
we foster with our highly skilled architects, contractors and clients, while also providing
the best quality products.” For more information tel. 01707 394444, email
sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com or visit gbr.sika.com.









 

















“Aluthermo RoofReflex
is a CE approved EN
13859 breathable
underlay which has
been combined with
an insulation layer to
provide additional
thermal performance.”










  
 




 



















 





































 















































  








Kee Safety Guards Oslo Congress Centre

Sika has promoted Ryan McEnoy to Head of
Sales for Liquid Applied Membranes (LAM) with
responsibility for further developing and
delivering the sales strategy for the Sika Liquid
Plastics portfolio of roofing and balcony systems.
Since joining Sika 12 years ago, Ryan has
already had a varied career with the company,
first as part of the sales team for the Sarnafil
range of single ply roofing membranes and
latterly as the southern regional sales manager
for Sika Liquid Plastics. His understanding of the
roofing market and track record of working with
colleagues across Sika’s roofing businesses,
specifiers and contractors make him ideally
placed to understand the challenges and
opportunities for Sika’s LAM portfolio. Working
collaboratively with colleagues across the
research and development, production,
applications, technical, marketing and customer
services departments within Sika, Ryan will be responsible for ensuring that market
feedback is integral to Sika’s product development and technical support functions.
Ryan comments: “My remit is to continue to nurture relationships with contractors and
to build on specifier relationships because our complete service offering means that we
can really add value from the very earliest stages of a project and our sales strategy will
continue to leverage that significant point of difference.”

A combination of safety
products from Kee Safety have
been installed on the roof of the
Oslo Kongressenter building in
Norway to provide a first-class
edge protection solution for
maintenance and inspection
teams accessing the rooftop.
The Congress Centre hosts
nearly 1,000 events every year,
ranging from smaller meetings
and major conferences to
banquets, Christmas dinners
and concerts. Kee Safety partnered with long-standing distributor, Unisystemer to
provide technical assistance by carrying out a full site survey, as well as making layout
plans and detailed technical drawings, which were used in the presentation to the end
user. Due to the client specifying that no holes should penetrate the watertight
membrane on the roof of this iconic building, KeeGuard® free-standing roof edge
protection and Kee Walk® Step-Overs were the chosen Kee Safety solutions. 380 linear
meters of KeeGuard® Standard and Premium systems were installed along all sides
and roof levels, while Kee Walk® Step-over platforms were fitted to provide a safe
means of access over pipework and other equipment. Designed for optimum safety, the
complete KeeGuard® system complies fully with all legislative requirements and even
allows for an integral kickboard fixing to further save time and cost on site. To watch
the case study video, visit www.youtube.com/watch?v=eARFgPkmJno.





World`s First Bat Friendly Breathable Membrane

SLIMVAC ® Offers Smarter Route

Bats are a protected species
in the UK and play an
important role in the
ecosystem. Until now,
when bats are found, only
Bitumen 1F felt has been
used. This has come at a
considerable cost to the
thermal performance of the
roof because 1F felt
requires extra rafter space if
insulation is used and in old
buildings this is often not
possible. Properties with an
uninsulated 1F felt roof can
release up to 10 tonnes of
CO2 per year through the building’s fabric. Replacing 1F felt with a breathable
membrane and additional insulation between the rafters can reduce CO2 emissions by
57%. These factors have a large impact on global warming and climate change. TLX
Batsafe was invented by TLX Insulation the UK`s leading expert in applied polymer
science and insulating breather membranes. Thomas Hunt explains, “During the R&D
process the main issue we wanted to tackle was how do we protect the bat? Once we
understood the problem fully we designed a product around their needs alongside the
properties
thermal
requirements.”
For
more
information,
email
sales@tlxinsulation.co.uk, tel. 01204 695 666 or visit www.tlxinsulation.co.uk. 

The SLIMVAC® range of
ultra-thin vacuum insulated
panels from Promat UK
utilises next generation
materials technology to
deliver the highest levels of
thermal insulation in all
kinds
of
applications,
without
the
bulkiness
associated with traditional
insulating products. With
standard thicknesses of between just 20mm and 40mm, SLIMVAC® panels are ideal
for applications where space constraints pose a challenge to delivering on thermal
goals. It is an effective insulation for a wide range of applications including structures,
flat roofs and facades and has excellent potential for insulating white goods,
refrigerated transport and temperature controlled packaging. It has the benefit of being
manufactured by Promat in ISO 9001: 2015 and ISO 14001:2015 factories for
consistent quality assurance and supply chain traceability. Already proven in markets
throughout the rest of the world, SLIMVAC® is now available to UK customers. Ian
Cowley, Regional Director at Promat UK says: “It is no surprise that vacuum insulated
panels are gaining in popularity, and now with the launch of SLIMVAC® in the UK,
the market can apply this advanced insulation technology with total confidence thanks
to the technical and corporate backing of a global market leader.”
Visit www.promat-industry.co.uk.

Dreadnought Tiles Wins Major Roofing Industry Award

X-LOCK – Another World-First from Bosch Professional
One click is all you need.
Bosch Professional has
introduced a revolution in
convenience for angle grinder
users with X-LOCK – the
fastest,
simplest,
most
trouble-free accessory-change
system ever. Launched at the
same time as this gamechanger are 6 small but
powerful X-LOCK angle
grinders, whose innovative
features
will
improve
productivity, ergonomics and safety. Conventional accessory attachment involves a nut,
a flange and a spanner, any of which can easily be lost – leading to downtime and
frustration. X-LOCK, by contrast, is a genuinely tool-less alternative. Simply bring the
accessory and grinder connecting surfaces into contact and press. A reassuring ‘click’
sound tells you they are firmly locked. To remove a disc, just flick a lever on the grinder.
Changeovers can be completed in 5 seconds – which is five times faster than normal.
You can even do it while wearing gloves. There’s no attachment nut to seize up on a
jammed disc – or to get in your way when working at flat angles, or damage material
surfaces. What’s more, X-LOCK indicates the right accessory mounting direction and
won’t allow direction-specific accessories such as diamond cutting discs to be mounted
incorrectly. For further information, visit www.bosch-professional.co.uk.
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usgrave Market Place in Dublin is
enjoying a fresh lease of life
following the application of a new roof
waterproofing system from Britannia
Advanced Coating Systems working with
approved contractor David Jameson
Roofing. The project was undertaken in
summer 2018 and involved the full
encapsulation of the Market Place’s
8000m2 corrugated asbestos six-profile
sheet roof. The specified waterproofing
system was Britannia’s Polyshield Liquid
Coating.





“Good weather meant we
completed ahead of
schedule, which was great.”


After a site visit and discussion between all
parties, Britannia’s Roofing Manager, Kevin
Killen, put forward a proposal of works that
was approved by the client. This was
followed by further discussion leading to
agreed timings and application methods.
After debris had been removed, a full
coating of Britannia Anti-Fungal Wash was
applied to all parts of the roof. The
contractor then spray-applied a first primer
coat of Polyshield to seal the roof. As
specified, a second primer coat was then
applied to provide the Polyshield system
with extra strength.

“A very successful project
handled well by
Britannia’s Kevin Killen
and everybody in the
Jameson team.”


Working from secure safety platforms,
the roofers’ next job was to rollerapply Polyshield base coat to all
vertical and horizontal laps. These
were reinforced with Polyshield
polyester mesh.

BMI’s Apprentice Competition
Demonstrates Commitment to
Roofing’s Future

Once the four installation crews had
completed one roof section, the spraying
crews then finished base coating all other
parts of the roof on a conveyor-type basis.
This agreed method of installation reduced
standing time and used the team in the most
effective way.

Finally, Polyshield top coat was applied,
providing a seamless, watertight finish to
a well planned and executed project.


Kingspan Launches Ocean Plastic
Clean-Up

VELUX Gives £40 Boost to Rewards
Scheme

Kingspan, the global leader in high performance
insulation and envelope solutions for low carbon
buildings, has committed to recycling 500m plastic
bottles each year by 2023 for use in its insulation with
a further target of 1bn bottles each year by 2025. This
recycling initiative is part of a broader Kingspan
programme, together with the company’s 2020 Net
Zero Energy manufacturing target, to produce its
energy-saving products in a low carbon and
environmentally responsible way. To achieve this
target, Kingspan has partnered with the EcoAlf
Foundation and under a three-year partnership, the
company will proactively help to remove up to 150
tonnes of waste from the Mediterranean each year
through the EcoAlf Foundation’s network of fishermen.
Kingspan will reuse as much of the ocean plastic
recovered as it can in its production. Commenting on
the initiative, Gene Murtagh, CEO of Kingspan Group
said: “With the construction industry contributing 30%
of all the global waste that goes into landfill it is vital
that we at Kingspan find responsible ways to reduce
waste at all points in the supply chain.” A video on the
initiative can be downloaded at http://bit.ly/2vn9Ulw.

Installers, builders and homeowners across the UK and
Ireland are being offered an extra boost this spring,
courtesy of roof window manufacturer VELUX®.
Launched in 2015, VELUX Rewards allow customers to
earn rewards all year round every time they buy a
VELUX roof window, flat roof window, sun tunnel or
selected combination flashings. Customers can
normally claim between £5-£30 rewards per VELUX
white painted roof window, but this April and May,
VELUX is giving away a big rewards boost by offering
£40 rewards for every white painted roof window
purchased in April and May. Rewards can be redeemed
at a range of retailers and restaurants including M&S,
Argos, Curry’s PC World, Pizza Express and Tesco.
Richard McArthur, marketing manager from VELUX
said: “As spring is a busy time for installers, we are
giving the reward scheme a boost to help our customers
get the most out of their renovation projects.” Rewards
are available on the entire range of VELUX white
painted roof windows, including manual, centre-pivot
and top-hung standard roof windows, combination
solutions, and automatic electric and solar VELUX
INTEGRA® roof windows. To receive rewards from
VELUX,
upload
your
invoice
at
www.velux.co.uk/rewards.



Dreadnought Roof Tiles, one of the
UK’s oldest and well-established
manufacturers of traditional clay
roof tiles, has won the heritage
category in the first ever ‘Pitched
Roofing Awards’. Organised by RCI
magazine, these national awards
showcase excellence in the roofing
sector, highlighting successful
partnerships
between
manufacturers and contractors and
recognising
commitment
to
quality. The winning project in the
‘Best Roof Tile Application for a Heritage Roof’ category was St Mary’s Church,
Bushbury, which used Dreadnought Tiles working with specialist contractor Four Oaks.
Dreadnought provided a total of 32,000 Staffordshire Blue plain tiles and 14,250
fishtails which were a very close match, along with two matching bat tiles and
approximately 140 300mm angle ridges. According to the judges: “This project was a
worthy winner because as well as it being steep and difficult to access on-site, the
completed roof was visually stunning.” Dreadnought M.D. Alex Patrick-Smith said: “We
are proud to have been involved in this impressive restoration and that the historical
authenticity of our traditional Staffordshire Blue clay plain tiles has helped preserve the
aesthetic integrity of this ancient building.” For more information tel. 01384 77405,
email sales@dreadnought-tiles.co.uk or visit www.dreadnought-tiles.co.uk.







The search is on to find the sectors top apprentices in
BMI UK & Ireland’s 2019 Apprentice of the Year
competition. The competition provides encouragement,
support and recognition to the emerging talent in the
roofing sector, along with their employers and course
tutors. Now in its third year, the competition has grown
at a great speed – with astonishing support and
involvement from apprentices and those studying
towards qualified status, their training providers, and
industry partners and bodies. Open for entries until 3rd
May 2019, the competition asks entrants to tell BMI
about their views on how the roofing sector is changing
and how their education has changed their plans for
their future career. Finalists will come together in July
for a 2-day event – where they will receive training and
compete on a number of elements about running their
own roofing business – including business planning,
presentation skills, and technical skills. Mat Woodyatt,
BMI Technical Training Manager explains: “It’s
important to us to nurture the next generation of roofers
because, by doing so, we are helping to ensure that
roofing flourishes – and achieves the high-quality
workmanship ‘in the field’ to which the sector aspires
and our end-user customers deserve.” Visit
https://bit.ly/2S9Lt8R.






  






Sika-Trocal Appoints Roofing Division Area Technical Manager

New and Improved Website for CUPA PIZARRAS

Ariel’s Superior New Dry Verge System

YBS Insulation Appoints New Marketing Team

With more than 20 years’ constructionbased sales and development experience
to call upon, Donna Owen is perfectly
suited to the role as Area Technical
Manager for the Midlands region. She joins
Sika from Building Innovation Ltd where
she held the position as Key Account
Management for roofing and tapered
insulation. Donna, who will be working
with Area Technical Managers and the
applications team, said: “Sika-Trocal is a
leading light in the roofing industry and
renowned as an innovator of high-quality
solutions. I hope my experience will prove
beneficial and further the company’s
superb service offering.” She continued,
“I’m looking forward to meeting my new
colleagues and taking this next valuable
step in my career. I’m particularly excited
about being involved with the Bombardier and Rock Roofing projects and hope to hit
the ground running.” She said having the desire to improve personal and professional
skills is key to career success. “Forging excellent account relationships and possessing
good industry knowledge are traits I like to think have helped me progress in my chosen
field,” she said. “It sounds old-fashioned, but I truly believe success is built on hard
work and a willingness to learn.” Visit www.sika.co.uk.

With an emphasis on
simplifying
the
user
experience, as well as the
user specific platforms, the
new website design has
been structured to include
more in-depth product
information as well as a
number of new features and
tools to ease specification.
Roofers visiting the website
will
now
find
a
‘Professional’ specific page
for their use, which includes case study examples, product and installation videos as
well as an FAQs section relating to all CUPA PIZARRAS products. From the Resource
Centre, roofers will also be able to access various documentation, including product
brochures, datasheets and performance certifications. A Thermoslate Savings
Calculator is also available to easily determine the return of investment on CUPA
PIZARRAS’ solar collectors for particular projects. Finally, a new search tool allows
installers to easily locate their nearest CUPA PIZARRAS distributor. Julian Gomez,
Director of Marketing at Cupa Pizarras commented: ‘Our hope is that the new website
will provide a more relevant space for installers to browse the CUPA PIZARRAS product
offering. We have also used the platform to better showcase the stunning visual nature
of our slate and provide design inspiration with images of the many wonderful projects
that have utilised our products.” Visit www.cupapizarras.com/uk.

Installers can edge ahead
of the competition with
the
new
Coroverge
Universal
Dry
Verge
system- the re-engineered
dry fix roofing solution
from Ariel Plastics that is
fast, easy-to-fit and fully
compatible
with
an
expansive range of roof
tiles. Developed, reengineered and designed
for ease of installation and
to provide a neat mortarless finish at roof verges on new build and retrofit projects, the
Coroverge Universal Dry Verge system is a 100% mortar-free, dry fix solution, offering
a hard-wearing, durable and attractive finish to the roofline without the inconvenience
of using mortar bedding. Manufactured from lightweight, modern plastic materials that
are easy-to-install and weather resistant, the Coroverge Universal Dry Verge system
protects the roof verge from wind uplift, pest infestation and weather degradation.
Available in Brown, Anthracite Grey and Terracotta, this all-weather system includes
Starter Piece, Verge Section, Batten Clip, and, Angled and Half-Round Ridge Caps
options to suit the ridge style. Commenting on the launch, Paul Goddard, Sales Director
of Ariel Plastics said: “It’s set to become the go-to, hassle-free dry verge system for
installers, offering a clean, attractive and maintenance-free finish.” To find out more tel.
01246 281111 email sales@arielplastics.com or visit www.arielplastics.com.

As YBS Insulation
approaches 25 years
as a manufacturer of
high
quality
insulation products,
it
continues
to
breathe new life into
its business with a
celebratory rebrand
and the appointment
of a dynamic new
marketing
team.
Daniel McKane has
joined YBS as Sales & Marketing Director, bringing with him knowledge gained from
Gripit, where he was Sales Director. Before this, Dan worked at Centurion Europe Ltd.,
so has a strong background in the construction industry as well as manufacturing.
Since his appointment in October, Dan has already formed a new and highly motivated
external sales team of five, who cover the whole of the UK. He will be working closely
with another appointee, Catherine Hadwick, to drive growth and meet key targets for
YBS Insulation. Catherine, who is the new Marketing Manager, holds a degree in
architecture, so also has extensive knowledge of the industry. A Board level
restructuring in 2014 plus the launch of BreatherQuilt and ThermaQuilt in 2015 has
established YBS Insulation as a market leader while, with its new sales and marketing
team in place, the company is well set to meet future business goals and fresh
challenges. Visit www.ybsinsulation.com.









Marley Launches Latest Addition

VELUX ACTIVE Recognised for Smart Home Innovation

YBS Women in Construction

Award-Winning Home Features CUPA PIZARRAS

With increased demand for
building products which
focus on ease of installation,
without
comprising
aesthetics or quality of finish,
Marley has extended its
range of Maxima clay
interlocking tiles with the
introduction of a new Matt
Black colour. As the ongoing
skills shortage continues to
affect the roofing sector, the
new Maxima Matt Black tiles
offer a modern roofing
solution, while also reducing
installation time due to their
high coverage rate. In addition, the Maxima range features an open gauge and interlock
so no specialist skills are required as installation is the same as installing any concrete
interlocking tile. Furthermore, with a minimum pitch of 17.5, the Maxima is the ideal
solution for a wide variety of building projects, including one storey extensions where
low pitch can be a challenge. Daniel Redfern, Product Manager at Marley, said: “We
know how popular our Maxima range in Natural Red is proving across the south and
south-west areas of the UK, so the matt black colour provides an additional solution
especially for extension projects where the existing build is made up of darker slate or
clay products.” For more information visit www.marley.co.uk/maxima.


Roof
window
manufacturer
VELUX® has been awarded “Best
Services Product” at this year’s
Housebuilder Product Awards for
its innovative smart home
technology
product,
VELUX
ACTIVE. Recognising the impact
products have on the health and
well-being of homeowners, the
“Best Services Product” category
also looks at market potential and
the benefits the product can offer
house builders. Launched less
than a year ago, in collaboration
with esteemed French tech company NETATMO, VELUX ACTIVE marked the
company’s first venture into the smart home market. With the aim of improving indoor
air quality, the intelligent roof windows system constantly monitors the home’s air
quality by measuring temperature, humidity and CO2 levels, and regulates this by
automatically operating roof windows and blinds according to the information it
receives. Grant Sneddon, product manager and daylight expert at VELUX, said: “Our
success at the Housebuilder Product Awards gives us a fantastic platform to promote
VELUX ACTIVE, while securing our place as finalists in the product category of the
Housebuilder Awards later in the year.” VELUX ACTIVE connects to VELUX INTEGRA®
electric roof windows, blinds and shutters with a starting kit costing £183.33
excluding VAT. Visit www.velux.co.uk/products/smart-home/velux-active.



As an equal opportunity employer,
insulation manufacturer YBS is
pleased to report that a number of
the female staff working at its
Creswell factory have been enjoying
solid career development and the
business
is
better
for
it.
Encouraging women to enter the
industry and progress is something
that YBS believes strongly in and
this approach has benefited greatly
to the growth of the business. The
company, which specialises in
multi-foil and membrane products
for a wide range of building
applications, has always prided itself on creating a welcoming and inclusive
atmosphere through its “Better Together” policy involving all its different departments.
This approach has seen women recruited for a wide number of roles from production
and administration right up to senior management. Amongst those who have expressed
satisfaction with their progression since joining YBS are Naomi and Natasha Childerley,
both of whom started as machine operators. While Naomi took on the challenge of
becoming Customer Service Supervisor, her sister is now Cavity Closure Supervisor.
MD Simon Sharkey says: “I have no doubt we will welcome many more women into
the company in a variety of roles over the coming years and as business develops.”
Visit www.ybsinsulation.com.


The dramatic boomerangshaped roof at an awardwinning country house in
Stirlingshire has been created
using 900m2 of CUPA
PIZARRAS’ Heavy 3 roofing
slate.
Architecturally
impressive, the roof plays a
dominant role in the design of
this contemporary Scottish
home, which in fact won the
Individual New Build or Small
Development category at The
Herald Property Awards for Scotland. Providing a first-class defence against the
elements, this warm roof construction also introduces rooflights and dormers,
maximising space and light - both design priorities for the homeowners. Design
architect and founding director at Thomas Robinson Architects, Fiona Robinson,
explains more about the choice of roof finish: “Having used the CUPA PIZARRAS
Heavy 3 slate on our own roof many years ago, as a practice, it’s our go-to slate of
choice for projects that require a high quality and durable product. It also has a 100year warranty on the slates, providing a sustainable choice for our client.” A blue black
slate with a slightly gritty texture, CUPA PIZARRAS Heavy 3 is produced in two
thicknesses, 3.5mm and 7-8mm; the thicker variant being the preferred choice in
Scotland with the extra thickness and weight giving it strength to withstand the high
wind speeds and driving rain. Visit www.cupapizarras.com/uk/heavy3.

Screwfix Introduces New Erbauer Landscaping Collection

Roofshield Chosen for Multi-Million Transport Hub

Following the successful launch of
Dakea’s Ultima roof window in
2017, the company is now
expanding the range further with
Ultima
Energy.
The
new
generation of roof windows
incorporates
triple
pane
construction to create an
extremely low U-value. Now
available with a PVC frame,
Ultima Energy is ideal for projects
that have stringent energy
efficiency requirements. Available now, the Ultima Energy offers a significant
improvement to the previous Ultima when it comes to energy efficiency. Due to the
window’s three pane construction which is filled with krypton gas (conducting 46%
less heat than frequently used alternatives, such as argon) the wooden product offers
an excellent U-value of 0.99 W/m2k. This, combined with the window’s two different
layers of heat reflective and sun protective coatings, keeps properties cool during the
summer and warm during winter, reducing household energy bills. Lee Griffiths,
Technical Sales Manager GBI at Dakea, commented: “As well as its improved energy
efficiency and PVC frame, installers will be pleased to know that Ultima Energy benefits
from the same straight-forward installation process when using the unique Underfelt
Foil Collar (RUC) and the Insulating Foam Collar (IFC) as the Ultima.”
To view a video on Dakea’s new Ultima Energy product visit
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8LPC7USH_k.


Hot on the heels of the new Erbauer
Power launch, Screwfix is proud to
introduce the exciting Erbauer
Outdoor range featured in their new
spring catalogue that’s out now. The
high quality, competitively priced
Erbauer landscaping tools are
perfect for Spring season outdoor
projects and feature the same
innovative 18V Keep Cool Erbauer
EXT battery technology that has
made their latest range of power
tools the popular choice for many.
The 5.0ah-18V Li-ion EXT battery
platform gives tradespeople the
freedom to share batteries and
chargers across the range, which also boosts run time by up to 25%, compared nonEXT batteries. The Erbauer’s Keep Cool Technology also means that the new
landscaping range is engineered to reduce friction and heat build-up, ensuring
tradespeople can work for longer, without the need to stop to charge or carry additional,
costly batteries. With no restrictive power leads and being quieter than petrol
equivalents, the tools in the new Erbauer landscaping collection are cheaper to run, do
not give off exhaust emissions and most importantly, are safer to use by eliminating the
need to handle petrol or risk cutting through cords. Visit www.screwfix.com or pick
up a copy of the new catalogue at a local Screwfix store.


Roofshield, the unique vapour and air
permeable pitched roof underlay has
been chosen for a multi-million pound
project set to transform transport links
across Northern Ireland. The North
West Transport Hub is an impressive
£27 million redevelopment of the
Waterside train station in Derry to
create a multimodal transport facility,
which includes a brand new train
terminus, bus stands, park-and-ride
facility, passenger waiting area, retail
units and community space. Translink
commissioned Farrans Construction to
manage the project alongside railway
engineers Rhomberg Sersa JV.
Specialist roofing contractor, D. Harkin & Co. Roofing of Derry, was appointed to carry
out all roofing works and selected the Roofshield membrane from the A. Proctor Group
to ensure the highest level of protection. Danny Harkin, M.D. of D. Harkin & Co,
explains: “We chose Roofshield because of its superior air permeability, which removes
the need for any additional ventilation and assures comprehensive protection for the
new hub facility.” The use of Roofshield can lead to savings in labour and material
costs, due to no VCL being required, and its high-performance air permeability means
that the roof space has similar air changes to that of a roof using traditional
eaves/ridge ventilation. Visit www.proctorgroup.com.




Cromar-The Dawn of a New Era
Cromar, market leaders
of a one stop shop for all
flat and pitched roofing
products, are pleased to
unveil their new, biggest
ever catalogue! The new
catalogue, launched at
the beginning of April,
combines all of the
Cromar Roofing range
with the new AlphaChem
Builders’ range to create
the company’s biggest
and best catalogue yet.
Filled
with
key
information
on
the
products
and
eyecatching adverts all
delivered with a fresh
and
clean
design
celebrating a brand new era for the company. The catalogue has already been well
received by their customers and is not only available on request but also available on
the company website.
To download, visit www.cromar.uk.com.


  



 



  








Langley Pledges Support for the
100% Hackitt Campaign

Complexity Simplified with BMI
Icopal’s Torch-On System

Kingspan Partners with Premsafe

Langley Waterproofing Systems Ltd has pledged its
support to the 100% Hackitt campaign, an initiative
which aims to ensure that all recommendations made
in the Hackitt Review of fire safety and building
regulations are fully implemented. The 100% Hackitt
campaign was launched by Local Authority Building
Control (LABC) and the British Board of Agrément
(BBA) to bring together key individuals and
organisations from across the sector. Its rationale is to
encourage the government to implement all 53
recommendations made by Dame Judith Hackitt in the
Independent Review of Building Regulations and Fire
Safety report. Dean Wincott, MD of Langley
Waterproofing Systems Ltd, commented: “The
importance of improving fire safety cannot be over
stated. Despite the recommendation in the Hackitt
review that major changes are required, there is a risk
that without pressure and support from the industry,
regulations will not go far enough to prevent potential
future tragedies and we fully support the
recommendation of improved accountability,
transparency and record keeping.” Paul Everall, LABC
Chief Executive said: “Dame Judith is clear the industry
should be getting on with changing the way it does
things. So we’re delighted so many like-minded
organisations are working with us to do just that.”
Visit www.langley.co.uk.

Consisting of a series of octagons, the 4,250m2 flat roof
of Unit 800 at Aztec West is not only one of the most
complex roofs in Bristol, it is also one of the most
securely guaranteed after being re-roofed with a BMI
Icopal’s Torch-on system. The office block is owned by
Regional REIT and managed by London & Scottish
Property Asset Management, which spent £6.5 million
on a Category A refurbishment that was project
managed by Trident Building Consultancy. Andrew Hill,
Associate Director at Trident, said “We were looking for
a good quality high performance felt system with a long
guarantee. BMI met this requirement with its 20-year
product guarantee, good range of high performance felt
products and its long-established reputation in the
market.” Andrew added he preferred a high
performance felt membrane on this occasion due to the
hardwearing nature of felt because the roofs will be
regularly accessed for maintenance. “The technical
support from BMI is always excellent,” says Matthew
Goddard, Area Director, Roofing. “Regular inspection
visits by the BMI technician ensured that any difficult
details were overcome quickly and effectively, ensuring
a
very
high
standard
of
work.”
Visit www.bmigroup.com.

It has been announced that Kingspan has partnered
with Premsafe in a bid to improve national coverage
and efficiency of their SafePro2 installation service. This
is a significant move from Kingspan and highlights their
eagerness to help their customers retain their singlepoint warranty, which can be up to 25 years. Kingspan
is the global leader in high performance insulation and
building envelope solutions. Premsafe is a leading fall
protection supplier and installer, covering the whole of
the UK. The Kingspan SafePro2 is the only horizontal
safety line system which can be installed on a Kingspan
roof which enables the building owner to retain their
single-point warranty. Premsafe’s Director, James
Turvey, describes SafePro2 as ‘a step forward in height
safety’ and commented: “Having worked with Kingspan
for over a year to establish this partnership, we are
delighted to be named as Kingspan’s go-to installer for
SafePro2 on their roofs and we look forward to helping
their customers achieve peace of mind with a long-term
fall protection solution.” Over the next 12 months,
Premsafe plans to install up to hundreds of SafePro2
systems across the UK, using their presence in
Portsmouth, London, Manchester and Leicester to
ensure maximum geographical coverage.
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